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1 Thinking Globally

In 1968, three American astronauts became the first human beings ever to
see Earth’s full disk from space. President Lyndon B. Johnson mailed
framed copies of the Apollo mission’s photographs to the leaders of every
nation as an allegory of the inevitable unity that encompasses all human
division and diversity and binds us to the natural world.
By then, of course, representations of Earth as a globe were already
centuries old. Nevertheless, many saw a transfiguring power in the awesome
beauty of those famous photographs. That small blue ball, spinning alone
in darkness: it hit you like a thunderclap, a sudden overwhelming flash of
insight. You saw, all at once, the planet’s fragility, its limits, and its wholeness, and it took your breath away. The law professor Lawrence Tribe once
called it a “fourth discontinuity,” as massive a perspectival shift as those
brought on by Copernicus, Darwin, and Freud.1 By 1969, according to
rumor, David Brower, founder of Friends of the Earth, had distilled Tribe’s
“fourth discontinuity” into four words: “Think globally, act locally.”2
Whatever you think of it as a political principle, “Think globally, act
locally” remains arresting in its boldness. It captures an entire philosophy,
complete with ontology, epistemology, and ethics, in a bumper-sticker
slogan. It asserts an intimate relationship between two vastly different
scales: macro, world-scale environmental and economic systems, on the
one hand, and the micro sphere of individual choice and action, on the
other. It extends an arrow of agency, comprehending macro effects as
the results of vast aggregations of micro causes. Thus it locates the meaning
of individual action in its relationship to the gigantic whole. Finally, it
affirms that global change matters so deeply that it should occupy the
intimate corners of everyday awareness and guide each person’s every
choice.
“Thinking globally” meant seeing the world as a knowable entity—a
single, interconnected whole—but in a sense that lacked the secure stasis
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Figure 1.1
Photograph of Earth taken from Apollo 8, December 1968.
Image courtesy NASA.

of maps, parlor globes, or pre-Darwinian cosmologies. Instead, it meant
grasping the planet as a dynamic system: intricately interconnected, articulated, evolving, but ultimately fragile and vulnerable. Network, rather than
hierarchy; complex, interlocking feedbacks, rather than central control;
ecology, rather than resource: these are the watchwords of the new habit
of mind that took Earth’s image for its emblem.
Those photographs and that slogan conveyed all this, and more, not
just because of what they said but also because of when they said it.3 They
fell directly into an overdetermined semiotic web prepared by (among
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other things) the post-World War II “One World” movement; the United
Nations; the 1957–58 International Geophysical Year, with its scientific
internationalism and powerful popular appeal; the Earth-orbiting satellites
Sputnik, Telstar, and TIROS; the many variants of systems thinking
descending from operations research, cybernetics, and early computer
science; scientific ecology; and what I have called the “closed world discourse” of Cold War politics.4 Long before the astronauts stared down in
awe from outer space, notions of a “global Earth” had begun to emerge in
language, ideology, technology, and practice.5
How did “the world” become a system? What made it possible to see
local forces as elements of a planetary order, and the planetary order as
directly relevant to the tiny scale of ordinary, individual human lives? How
did the complex concepts and tools of global thinking become the common
sense of an entire Western generation? How has systems thinking shaped,
and been shaped by, the world-scale infrastructures that have emerged to
support knowledge, communication, and commerce? How did global
thinking become a bumper-sticker slogan? No book could ever resolve such
huge questions completely. But by exploring one of today’s most prominent objects of global knowledge and politics—global warming—in relation to the infrastructure that supports it, I hope to sketch at least the
outlines of some answers.
Global Climate as an Object of Knowledge
If you really want to understand something, I tell my students, you have
to ask an elemental question: How do you know? At first you may think
you have answered that question when you have reviewed the evidence
behind the claim. But if you keep asking the question long enough, you
will begin to wonder where that evidence came from. If you are talking
about a scientific problem, you will begin to care about things like instrument error, sampling techniques, statistical analysis. (How do you know?)
And if you have the soul of a scientist—or a defense attorney—you will
go further still. Who collected that evidence? Why did they see it as
evidence, and where did they get the authority to say so? (How do you
know?) Finally, you will begin to ask how evidence comes to count as
evidence in the first place. How do communities interweave data, theories,
and models, within their tapestries of culture and commitments, to make
what we call knowledge? (How do you know?) When you have gone deep
enough, you may surrender your Cartesian dreams of total certainty
in favor of trust founded in history, reputation, and fully articulated
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reasoning. Or you may not. Whatever happens, you are going to have to
look under the hood.
So how do we know that the world is getting warmer?
First, notice that to say that the global climate has changed implies that
we know what it used to be. At a minimum, we are comparing the present
with some period in the past. We would like to know the details, the trend
over time. Since we are talking about climate, not weather, we need a long
period, ideally 100 years or more. And since we are talking about global
climate, we need some kind of picture of the whole planet—from the
equator to the poles, across the continents, and over the oceans.
How do we get that? Experience isn’t enough. No one lives in a “global”
climate. Without scientific guidance, not even the most cosmopolitan
traveler could perceive a global average temperature change of about
+0.75°C, the amount we have seen so far. Extreme weather events—heat
waves, hurricanes, droughts, floods—dominate human experience and
memory, and they often create false impressions of average conditions. In
the winter of 1981–82, the first year I lived in California, it rained in torrents all day, every day, for weeks. Huge mudslides ripped out mountain
roads near my house. The San Lorenzo River overflowed, washing away
whole neighborhoods. The next winter, I expected the same. It took me
most of the decade to really understand that this wasn’t normal.
Year to year, weather averages vary naturally. No extreme event or
extreme season necessarily reflects a long-term climate change. Rising
global average temperatures will not put an end to unusually cold winters,
late-spring ice storms, or other episodes that seem to run against the trend.
Further, the temperature change that worries us today is an average rise of
2.5–5°C (4.5–9°F) over the next 50–100 years. In terms of human experience, that is far less than the typical difference between daytime highs and
nighttime lows in many parts of the world. Every year, the planet’s temperate zones endure temperature changes of ten times this magnitude, as frigid
winters in the –10°C range bloom into steamy +30°C summers. Thus we
can’t rely on experience alone.
Let us look for evidence, then. Data should be easy to get. Since the
middle of the nineteenth century, meteorologists have been building a
global information system of enormous scope and complexity. Each day,
weather stations around the planet, on land and sea, generate hundreds
of thousands of instrument readings. In addition, satellites, aircraft, radiosondes, and many other instrument platforms measure variables in the
vertical dimension, from the surface to the atmosphere’s outer edge. Figure
1.2 illustrates the present-day meteorological information system’s three
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today. RTH stands for regional telecommunications hub and NMS for national
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Courtesy of World Meteorological Organization.
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components: the Global Observing System, the Global Telecommunication
System, and the Global Data Processing and Forecast System. Together they
collect, process, and archive hundreds of terabytes6 of weather and climate
data each year.
With all those numbers, finding evidence of global warming should
be simple enough. Collect all the thermometer readings for the world,
arrange them by date, average them, graph the results, and voilà. But the
simplicity of this recipe masks some very complicated problems. To begin
with, over the last 160 years (the period of historical thermometer records)
practically everything about the weather observing system has changed—
often. Weather stations come and go. They move to new locations, or they
move their instruments, or trees and buildings rise around them, or cities
engulf their once rural environs. They get new instruments made by different manufacturers. Weather services change their observing hours and
their ways of calculating monthly averages. These and dozens of other
changes make today’s data different not only from data collected 150 years
ago, but also from data collected 20 years ago, or even (sometimes) last
week. It’s like trying to make a movie out of still photographs shot
by millions of different photographers using thousands of different
cameras. Can we reconcile the differences, at least well enough to create a
coherent image? Yes, we can, scientists believe. But it isn’t easy, and it is
never finished.
If we go beyond ground-level air temperature to look for evidence of
global climate change—including all the other elements that constitute
the climate (sea surface temperatures, ocean currents, rainfall, snow, sea
ice, etc.)—the data predicament created by constantly changing observing
systems goes from very bad to even worse. And if you want to understand
not only what is happening to the climate but also why it is happening,
you have to parse out human influences (such as greenhouse-gas emissions), natural factors (such as volcanic eruptions and changing solar
output), and random variability. To do this, you need a way to understand
the whole system: where its energy comes from; where it goes; how it
moves around in the atmosphere and oceans; how land surfaces, snow,
and ice affect it; and many other things. We can do this too, with computerized climate models. But the models have their own difficulties, and
they depend significantly (for their parameterizations) on observational
data.
Thus assembling stable, reliable, long-term evidence of climate change
is difficult indeed. Nonetheless, a consistent scientific consensus on climate
change had developed by the early 1990s. Though some of the details have
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shifted since then, in general this consensus holds that some global
warming has already occurred, and that human activities are responsible
for a substantial part of it. A 2007 assessment by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the world’s most authoritative climate
knowledge institution, concluded that the planet warmed by about 0.75°C
over the period 1906–2005. Models predict that we are in for much more
warming (2–6°C) by 2100, depending on greenhouse-gas emissions, deforestation, and many other factors. Some of this future warming is already
“committed,” in this sense: even if all emissions of greenhouse gases were
to cease tomorrow, warming would continue for several decades as the
oceans come into equilibrium with the atmosphere. In 2007, the IPCC and
former US Vice President Al Gore shared the Nobel Peace Prize for their
work in creating knowledge and spreading awareness of the threat of global
warming.
“Consensus” does not mean that all scientists agree on every detail, and
noisy protests of even the most basic facts continue. Yet most scientists
agree on the essential elements just mentioned. Their consensus has held
for nearly 20 years now, and the message has sunk in. Today most people
in developed countries believe that global warming is happening, and
happening to them; they think it will directly affect their lives. Since the
turn of the millennium, opinion surveys consistently show that Americans
and Europeans believe that global warming is real, that human activity is
its principal cause, and that press reports on the issue correctly reflect, or
even underestimate, its dangers. Large majorities (four fifths) support the
Kyoto Protocol.7 Not only governments and environmental organizations,
but also major insurance, energy, and automobile corporations have publicly accepted the reality of global warming and announced efforts to
address it. Toward the end of the twentieth century, then, global warming
became an established fact. This book is about how we came to know this
fact and what it means to say that we know it.
This should not be the only book you ever read about global warming,
because there are many things I do not cover. In particular, I focus only
on atmospheric temperature and circulation. There are many other important lines of evidence for global warming, including paleoclimate studies,
the rapid melting of glaciers and continental ice sheets, and ocean temperature and circulation. Spencer Weart’s book and website The Discovery
of Global Warming reviews much of this larger range of evidence from a
historical perspective. For authoritative scientific treatments, turn first to
the IPCC’s assessment reports. If you are looking for responsible discussions more accessible to non-scientists, try Stephen Schneider’s Laboratory
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Earth, Sir John Houghton’s Global Warming: The Complete Briefing, Andrew
Dessler and Edward Parson’s The Science and Politics of Global Climate
Change, or Joseph DiMento and Pamela Doughman’s Climate Change: What
It Means For Us, Our Children, and Our Grandchildren.
A Vast Machine is also not really about scientific uncertainty, the
uptake of science into politics, or public understanding of science. Studies
of these topics now exist in large numbers, and there are a lot of very
good ones, with more appearing almost daily.8 Nor does it address
the impacts of climate change, how to mitigate its effects, or how we can
slow its progress, though all of these are, of course, matters of great
importance.
Instead, what you are about to read is a historical account of climate
science as a global knowledge infrastructure. Climate science systematically
produces knowledge of climate. As Ruskin put it in 1839 (see my epigraph),
it is “a vast machine”: a sociotechnical system that collects data, models
physical processes, tests theories, and ultimately generates a widely shared
understanding of climate and climate change. This knowledge production
begins with observations, but those are only raw materials. Transforming
them into widely accepted knowledge requires complex activity involving
scientific expertise, technological systems, political influence, economic
interests, mass media, and cultural reception. Even the question of what
counts as a valid observation in the first place requires considerable negotiation. This knowledge-production system delivers not only specifics
about the past and likely future of Earth’s climate, but also the very idea
of a planetary climate as something that can be observed, understood,
affected by human wastes, debated in political processes, cared about by
the general public, and conceivably managed by deliberate interventions
such as reforestation or gigantic Earth-orbiting sunshades. Ultimately, this
knowledge infrastructure is the reason we can “think globally” about
climatic change.
Dynamics of Infrastructure Development
To be modern is to live within and by means of infrastructures: basic
systems and services that are reliable, standardized, and widely accessible,
at least within a community. For us, infrastructures reside in a naturalized
background, as ordinary and unremarkable as trees, daylight, and dirt. Our
civilizations fundamentally depend on them, yet we notice them mainly
when they fail. They are the connective tissues and the circulatory systems
of modernity. By linking macro, meso, and micro scales of time, space, and
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social organization, they form the stable foundation of modern social
worlds.9
Infrastructure thus exhibits the following features, neatly summarized
by Susan Leigh Star and Karen Ruhleder:
Embeddedness. Infrastructure is sunk into, inside of, other structures,
social arrangements, and technologies.
• Transparency. Infrastructure does not have to be reinvented each time or
assembled for each task, but invisibly supports those tasks.
• Reach or scope beyond a single event or a local practice.
• Learned as part of membership. The taken-for-grantedness of artifacts and
organizational arrangements is a sine qua non of membership in a community of practice. Strangers and outsiders encounter infrastructure as a
target object to be learned about. New participants acquire a naturalized
familiarity with its objects as they become members.
• Links with conventions of practice. Infrastructure both shapes and is shaped
by the conventions of a community of practice.
• Embodiment of standards. Infrastructure takes on transparency by plugging into other infrastructures and tools in a standardized fashion.
• Built on an installed base. Infrastructure wrestles with the inertia of the
installed base and inherits strengths and limitations from that base.
• Becomes visible upon breakdown. The normally invisible quality of working
infrastructure becomes visible when it breaks: the server is down, the
bridge washes out, there is a power blackout.
• Is fixed in modular increments, not all at once or globally. Because infrastructure is big, layered, and complex, and because it means different things
locally, it is never changed from above. Changes require time, negotiation,
and adjustment with other aspects of the systems involved.10
•

Most entities typically classified as “infrastructure,” such as railroads,
electric power grids, highways, and telephone systems, are network technologies. They channel flows of goods, energy, information, communication, money, and so on. Many infrastructures are transnational, and a few
have effectively gone global: for example, by 2008 there were over 4 billion
mobile phone accounts and 1.3 billion fixed telephone lines, most of
which could (in principle) call any of the others.11
In the 1980s and the 1990s, historians and sociologists of technology
began studying the infrastructure phenomenon intensively. These researchers developed a “large technical systems” (LTS) approach to telephone,
railroads, air traffic control, electric power, and many other major infrastructures.12 Around the same time, some scholars began to identify
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infrastructure as a key analytic category.13 The LTS school of thought generated new insights into questions of organizational, social, and historical
change. Recently, investigators have applied this and related infrastructureoriented approaches to urban development, European history, globalization, scientific “cyberinfrastructure,” and Internet studies.14
Where do infrastructures come from? The LTS approach identified a
series of common stages in infrastructure development:
•
•
•
•
•
•

invention
development and innovation
technology transfer, growth, and competition
consolidation
splintering or fragmentation
decline.

In the invention, development, and innovation phases, “system builders” create and promote linked sets of devices that fill a functional need.
As elaborated by Thomas Parke Hughes, the paradigmatic LTS example of
a system builder is Thomas Edison. Neither the light bulb nor electric
power alone accounted for Edison’s remarkable commercial success.
Instead, Hughes argued, Edison conceived and delivered a lighting system,
comprising DC generators, cables, and light bulbs. Establishing a new LTS
such as Edison’s demands more than technical ingenuity; it also requires
organizational, economic, political, and legal innovation and effort in
order to resolve the host of heterogeneous problems that inevitably arise.
Finance capital, legal representation, and political and regulatory relationships become indispensable elements of the total system. Over time, the
LTS becomes sociotechnical, rather than merely technological.15
Technology transfer to other locations (cities or nations) follows the
initial system elaboration phase. Typically, developers respond to new local
conditions by introducing variations in the system’s original design.16
Hughes, referring to the distinctive look and feel of the “same” LTS in differing local and national contexts, called this “technological style.” In the
growth phase, the system spreads quickly and opportunities for both profit
and innovation peak. New players may create competing systems with
dissimilar, incompatible properties (for example, DC vs. AC electric power,
or the Windows operating system vs. Macintosh and Linux).
During consolidation, the quasi-final stage of LTS development, competition among technological systems and standards may be resolved by
the victory of one over the others. More often, however, “gateway” technologies emerge that can join previously incompatible systems, allowing
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them to interoperate.17 AC-DC power converters for consumer electronics
and telephone adapters for international travel are examples, as are (in the
world of information technology) platform-independent standards such as
HTML and PDF. Gateways may be dedicated or improvised (that is, fitted
specifically to a particular system), or they may be generic (standardized
sockets opening one system to interconnection with others) or metageneric or “modeled” (protocols for creating new generic standards, without
restricting design in detail).18
Gateway technologies and standards spark the formation of networks.
Using gateways, homogeneous and often geographically local systems can
be linked to form heterogeneous networks in which top-down control is
replaced by distributed coordination processes. The shift from homogeneous systems to heterogeneous networks greatly increases flexibility and
creates numerous opportunities for innovation. In a later phase, new gateways may connect heterogeneous networks to one another (as in the
Internet, a network of networks whose principal gateway technologies are
packet switching and the TCP/IP protocol suite). Container shipping
(which joins road, rail, and shipping networks) and the linkage of cellular
with land-line telephony are examples of internetworks in other domains.
Gateways need not be, and often are not, technological. For example, far
more important than hardware in linking global financial markets into a
single infrastructure were institutional, legal, and political gateways that
permitted trans-border stock trading, currency exchange, and so on.
No system or network can ever fulfill all the requirements users may
have. Systems work well because of their limited scope, their relative coherence, and their centralized control. System builders try to expand by
simply increasing their systems’ scale to reach more potential users, thereby
excluding competitors. On the other hand, though users appreciate greater
scale, they also want greater scope as well as custom functionality. Therefore,
they continually cast about for ways to link incompatible systems and
networks. Gateway developers (who may be users themselves) try to find
ways to automate these links. When they succeed, gateway innovations
and shared standards create networks or, at a higher level, webs (networks
of networks, or internetworks). From the user’s viewpoint, a network or a
web links stand-alone systems (or networks), providing greater functionality. This was the case with the World Wide Web, which began as a protocol
for exchange of hypertext documents but rapidly subsumed numerous
pre-existing Internet file sharing mechanisms, including ftp, gopher, and
nntp. From the operator’s viewpoint, networks or webs shift the focus from
control to coordination with the systems or networks on the other side of
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the gateway. The formation of a network or a web usually benefits users,
but it can have unpredictable effects on the owners and operators of underlying systems.19 The standardization process is a rocky road—even in information technology, where it is often easier than in other domains.20
To sum up: System builders seek to find or create well-defined niches
that can be served by centrally designed and controlled systems, but users’
goals typically include functions that may be best served (for them) by
linking separate systems. The fundamental dynamic of infrastructure
development can thus be described as a perpetual oscillation between the
desire for smooth, system-like behavior and the need to combine capabilities no single system can yet provide. For these reasons, in general infrastructures are not systems but networks or webs.21 This means that, although
infrastructures can be coordinated or regulated to some degree, it is difficult
or impossible to design or manage them, in the sense of imposing (from
above) a single vision, practice, or plan.
Infrastructure formation is never tension-free. Emerging infrastructures
invariably create winners and losers. If they are really infrastructures, they
eventually make older ways of life extremely difficult to maintain: think
of family farms against industrial agriculture, or newspapers against the
Internet. Every choice involves tradeoffs and consequences. Infrastructures
have victims and “orphans” (people and groups who are unable to use
them or to reap their benefits because of their circumstances)—for example,
people with rare diseases ignored by pharmaceutical research, blind people
unable to navigate graphics-based websites, and the 5 billion people still
without access to the Internet.
Even in meteorology, a field in which it is hard to discern many victims,
one can find tensions that have real human consequences. When I visited
the National Severe Storms Center in Norman, Oklahoma, a few years
back, the director could barely contain his bitterness. His research budget
had barely held steady even as budgets for climate-change research skyrocketed. From his point of view, advancing tornado or hurricane warnings
by even a few hours could save thousands of lives and prevent millions of
dollars’ worth of property destruction. But the money he needed to improve
his prediction models was drained by long-term climate research. Every
stage of infrastructure development is marked by struggle.22
Weather and Climate Information Infrastructures
The world weather and climate information infrastructure, described
briefly above (and much more extensively throughout this book), exhibits
all the classic features of this well-established development pattern.
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National weather services inaugurated a system building phase, based on
then-new telegraphy, in the latter half of the nineteenth century. With
rapid technology transfer and growth, each national weather service
created its own technological style, including various systems and standards for data collection and forecasting. Attempts at consolidation began
as early as the 1870s, when some meteorologists sought to create a formal
international network. They established the International Meteorological
Organization (IMO) to negotiate technical standards and promote network
development. By 1900, a Réseau Mondial (worldwide network) for realtime weather data exchange via telegraph had been proposed. For decades,
however, consolidation remained elusive.
As both system builders and network users, the national weather services experienced conflicting pressures. Answerable to their governments,
their highest priority lay in improving national systems and services. Yet
as forecasting techniques improved, most nations needed data from beyond
their own borders. So coordinating with other nations was in their interest.
On the other hand, getting dozens of weather services to agree on and
conform to common standards and techniques often cost more in time,
money, and annoyance than it seemed to be worth. The tension between
sovereign national systems and voluntary international standards severely
limited the IMO’s potential, and two world wars did nothing to improve
the situation. Meanwhile, in the first half of the twentieth century the
telegraph-based weather data network rapidly morphed into an tremendously complicated web, integrating both new instruments (such as radiosondes) and new communications media (such as telex and shortwave
radio) through a proliferation of improvised gateways. During that
period, most data network development was driven by the internal systembuilding dynamics of national weather services. International data networks remained a secondary priority. IMO standards acted as guidelines,
routinely violated but nevertheless producing considerable convergence.
As predicted by the LTS model, this phase of technology transfer and
growth resulted in numerous different systems, some linked and others
not, all governed by a loose patchwork of conflicting national, regional,
and international standards. By the 1920s, the klugey pre-World War II
network made worldwide data available to forecasters almost in real time.
But forecasters’ ability to use those data remained limited, in part because
of the extreme difficulty of sorting out the numerous formats and standards used by various national weather services.
A consolidation phase began around 1955 and lasted for several decades.
On the technical side, consolidation was driven by the arrival of computer
models for weather forecasting, first used operationally in 1954. Instantly
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perceived as a superior technique despite early weaknesses, computer modeling brought with it a voracious appetite for data. Weather forecasters
adopted computer modeling immediately. Starting out with regional
models, they switched to hemispheric models by the early 1960s and
global models by that decade’s end. As scales grew, these models needed
increasingly heroic quantities of data, demanding huge new efforts in
standardization, communication systems, and automation. These developments required not only technological but also institutional innovation.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO), founded in 1950 on a
base laid by the International Meteorological Organization, gained new
authority for standards as an intergovernmental agency of the United
Nations. In the 1960s the WMO directed its principal energies toward
systems, standards, and institutional mechanisms for the World Weather
Watch (WWW), which became operational in the late 1960s.
World Weather Watch planners wisely adopted a network perspective,
promoting more unified development within the existing framework of
linked national weather services—a web of institutions. The weather
information infrastructure is also a web of instrument networks. Weather
satellites—capable of observing the entire planet with a single instrument—began to realize the ideal of a fully global observing system. Satellite
data sharing and the WWW concept grew directly out of Cold War politics,
promoted as a counterweight to military and ideological tensions. Satellites
and radiosondes, especially, generate data that differ dramatically in form
from data generated by traditional surface stations. In the long run, numerous gateways—primarily in the form of software—made it possible to
reconcile disparate forms of data from the many different platforms.
Today weather forecast models and data assimilation models serve as
the ultimate data gateways, relating each kind of data to every other
one through modeled physics, rather than simply correlating unconstrained measurements in space and time. (See chapter 10 for a fuller
explanation.)
The networking of national climate observing systems into a global
climate information infrastructure took much longer. Weather data systems
are built for real-time forecasting. Their priority is speed, not precision,
and they absorb new instrumentation, standards, and models quite quickly.
In contrast, climatology requires high precision and long-term stability—
almost the opposite of the rapidly changing weather observing system—as
well as certain kinds of data that weather forecasters do not collect. From
the nineteenth century on, climate data networks overlapped with weather
networks, but also included their own, separate observing systems, such as
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the US Historical Climatology Network. Central collectors established rudimentary global climate data networks in the late nineteenth century. These
gained durability in the early twentieth century in the Réseau Mondial and
the Smithsonian Institution’s World Weather Records, which formed the
primary basis of most knowledge of global climate until the 1980s.
Meanwhile, climate modeling developed along lines parallel to weather
forecasting, but over a longer period. Because they must simulate decades
rather than days while remaining realistic, three-dimensional global
climate models remained essentially research tools until the late 1970s.
They first gained a foothold as predictive tools around 1970 during the
controversy over the supersonic transport, but full acceptance did not
come until they achieved a rough consensus on greenhouse warming predictions in the late 1970s.
Under the spur of global warming concerns, national climate observing systems finally begin to consolidate into a global internetwork. The
WMO initiated a World Climate Programme in 1980 (after the first World
Climate Conference, held in 1979), but full consolidation at the technical
level did not really begin until 1992, when the Global Climate Observing
System (GCOS) was established in support of the Framework Convention
on Climate Change. Today GCOS remains, in the eyes of climatologists,
at best an incomplete skeleton for what may one day become a fully
adequate climate observing network.23 Very recently, increasing demands
from many quarters for reliable climate forecasts have led US agencies to
begin discussions on changing the orientation of the climate observing
system from a research orientation to an operational—in my terms,
infrastructural—one.
Yet while we can consolidate the climate observing system further as
time goes on, making sense of the data we already have presents a different, very special issue of consolidation. We are stuck with whatever data
we have already collected, in whatever form, from whatever sources with
whatever limitations they might have. We have to consolidate a global
climate observing network not only prospectively but retrospectively, reassembling the motley collection of weather and climate records and reprocessing them as if they all existed only to help us in this moment. Since
the 1980s, through a meticulous process of infrastructural inversion (see
below), scientists have slowly and painfully consolidated these data,
unearthing previously uncollected records and metadata (contextual information) and using them to create more comprehensive global datasets, to
reduce inhomogeneities, and to render highly heterogeneous data sources
into a common form.
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The most ambitious version of this consolidation, known as “reanalysis,” also represents a consolidation of the weather and climate information infrastructures. In reanalysis, past weather records (not climate data)
are run through complex data assimilation models—originally designed
for weather forecasting—to produce a single, uniform global data set for
50 years or more. Traditional climate data consist mostly of averages for
single variables (temperature, precipitation, etc.) over periods of a month
or more. Reanalysis produces a much different kind of data: all-variable,
physically consistent data sets containing information for millions of gridpoints every six hours. Although biases in the models prevent them from
displacing traditional climate data, climate statistics calculated from
reanalysis data can reveal “fingerprints” of climate change not detectable
in traditional data.
A final aspect of consolidation in the climate data infrastructure is the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, founded in 1988 to provide
periodic assessments of climate knowledge for parties to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change, who now include almost every country
in the world. The IPCC conducts no research of its own. Yet it represents
the most important institutional innovation in the history of climate
science. The periodic assessments demand regular comparisons of climate
models and of all the various climate datasets. Not only does this process
reveal weaknesses in both models and data; it also creates a mechanism
for surfacing, reviewing, and merging (wherever possible) every element of
climate knowledge. Their very title, Synthesis Reports, represents their
consolidating role. The ongoing cycles of IPCC assessment also promote
increased coupling across domains as diverse as oceanography, ecology,
agriculture, and demography. Today the practical outcomes of this coupling are typically suites of linked computer models, such as Earth system
models and integrated assessment models, that combine the knowledge
and techniques of many disciplines in a single, many-faceted simulation.
An LTS-based analysis, then, helps us to periodize the history of global
meteorological networks as technical systems. It also directs us to attend
closely to the political, legal, economic, and institutional dimensions of
network formation. To understand global warming as an object of knowledge, however, we need more than this. We want to know not just how
weather and climate data get moved around—like conversations in the
telephone system or electric power through transmission lines—but also
how they get created in the first place, how they are transformed into
intelligible and reliable information, and, most important, how that information becomes knowledge.
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Knowledge Infrastructures
If we see objects of knowledge as communal, historical products, we can
readily extend the concept of infrastructure we have just discussed. The
LTS approach to infrastructure always began with a technology base. Yet
it also invariably found that to explain a technical system’s development
one had to understand its social elements—hence its cornerstone phrase,
“sociotechnical systems.”
If we take this notion seriously, it applies directly to knowledge. Instead
of thinking about knowledge as pure facts, theories, and ideas—mental
things carried around in people’s heads, or written down in textbooks—an
infrastructure perspective views knowledge as an enduring, widely shared
sociotechnical system. Here is a definition: Knowledge infrastructures comprise robust networks of people, artifacts, and institutions that generate, share,
and maintain specific knowledge about the human and natural worlds.
Consider how we produce the specific type of knowledge we call
science.24 If you want to be a scientist, you probably are going to need
some technological items, such as instruments and computers. If you are
going to share what you learn, you will want the Internet, or at least the
telegraph (postal mail, in a pinch). By themselves, however, such tools and
media will only get you started. Once you have a result, you still need to
convince people that it is true, useful, and consistent with other things
they already know. To do that, you need authority and trust. Those can
come only from being connected—in both a present-tense sense and a
historical sense—with a community that understands what you have
found and what you think it means. Thus, if you want to create and
maintain scientific knowledge, you are also going to need at least the
following:
enduring communities with shared standards, norms, and values
enduring organizations and institutions, such as libraries, academic
departments, national science foundations, and publishers
• mathematics
• specialized vocabularies
• conventions and laws regarding intellectual property
• theories, frameworks, and models
• physical facilities such as classrooms, laboratories, and offices
• “support” staff: computer operators, technicians, secretaries
•
•

Let me elaborate this a bit further. Science emanates from a set of respected
institutions, including university departments, research laboratories,
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national academies, and professional organizations. These institutions
evolve and sometimes fail, but many of them have endured over long
periods of time (decades or even centuries). In addition to instruments,
computers, libraries, and so on, these institutions rely on suites of wellaccepted models and theories. They generate specialized vocabularies and
mathematical techniques, which all practitioners must learn. Professional
training in science is long and demanding. It teaches would-be scientists
to think according to prevailing standards of logic, to interpret and judge
evidence according to disciplinary norms, to use and trust particular instruments and research methods (and reject others), to design experiments
around well-established (often community-specific) principles, and to
communicate with others according to certain kinds of protocols and
conventions. Those who cannot master these practices cannot receive
crucial credentials (typically a PhD degree).
Scientific knowledge is transmitted through a variety of material and
human forms—journals, conferences, websites, students, postdoctoral
fellows, and professional organizations, among others. Only some of this
communication is ever condensed into formal publications. Libraries and
online depositories store and provide access not only to published results
but also (increasingly) to raw data, preprints, and other intermediate products of scientific investigation; this storage and maintenance activity represents a major commitment of human and financial resources. To keep
the whole thing going, large institutions such as national science foundations transfer money from taxpayers to researchers. Along the way, they
impose numerous practices and policies regarding peer review, ethical
behavior, data sharing, credentialing, and so on. Vast legal structures
govern and enforce intellectual property rights, informed consent for
human subjects, and other forms of scientific integrity.
The infrastructural quality of this edifice appears vividly in the daily
routines of scientific work. Consider writing grant applications, posting a
new result to an Internet preprint site, keeping track of recent journal
articles via Internet connection to a library, attending professional meetings, manipulating experimental data with computerized statistics packages or modeling software, getting one’s laptop repaired by a local
technician, and teaching a class how to use a simple model. Each of these
activities both relies upon and helps reproduce the knowledge infrastructure. That infrastructure is a production, communication, storage, and
maintenance web with both social and technical dimensions. Instruments,
disk drives, and Internet links blend seamlessly with thinking, talking, and
writing. Journals and websites mirror community life. The complex forms
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required for grant proposals reflect the routines of funding organizations
and act as gatekeepers to reduce the number of proposals. Computer software embodies theories and facts. All the features of infrastructure discussed above appear here: embedded in everyday life, transparent to users,
wide reach and scope, learned as part of membership, linked with conventions of practice, built on an installed base, and so on.
I intend the notion of knowledge infrastructure to signal parallels with
other infrastructures, such as those of communication, transport, and
energy distribution. Yet this is no mere analogy or metaphor. It is a precise,
literal description of the sociotechnical supports that invariably undergird
facts and well-accepted theories.
Get rid of the infrastructure and you are left with claims you can’t back
up, facts you can’t verify, comprehension you can’t share, and data you
can’t trust. Without the infrastructure, knowledge can decay or even disappear. Build up a knowledge infrastructure, maintain it well, and you get
stable, reliable, widely shared understanding. The concept of knowledge
infrastructure resembles the venerable notion of scientific paradigms, but
it reaches well beyond that, capturing the continuity of modern science,
which keeps on functioning as a production system even while particular
theories, instruments, and models rise and fall within it.25 This is not an
entirely new idea in science and technology studies, where scholars sometimes use the word ‘technoscience’ to capture the technological dimension
of science as a knowledge practice. Ethnographic studies of laboratories
and “epistemic cultures” have looked at science as a production system
characterized by “inscription devices,” document flows, and other material-technical features.26 I prefer the language of infrastructure, because it
brings home fundamental qualities of endurance, reliability, and the takenfor-grantedness of a technical and institutional base supporting everyday
work and action.
Further, and perhaps most important, the idea of infrastructure captures
the notion of extensibility. Climate knowledge once came from a few
relatively uniform and similar scientific disciplines, but that has not been
true for decades. Since the 1960s the climate knowledge infrastructure has
been extending itself by building gateways linking different fields.
Computer models are its most important technical gateways; since the
1960s modelers have progressively linked models of the atmosphere
to models of the oceans, the cryosphere, the biosphere, and human activities. Since the late 1980s, the primary institutional gateway joining disparate elements of the climate knowledge infrastructure has been the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, whose regular cycles of
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comparison, assessment, and integration link numerous scientific fields in
a common knowledge project.
Infrastructural Inversion
To understand an infrastructure, you have to invert it. You turn it upside
down and look at the “bottom”—the parts you don’t normally think about
precisely because they have become standard, routine, transparent, invisible. These disappearing elements are only figuratively “below” the surface,
of course; in fact they are the surface. But as with anything that is always
present, we stop seeing them after a while.27
This book is going to invert the climate knowledge infrastructure for
you, but scientists themselves do it often. Infrastructural inversion is, in
fact, fundamental to how scientists handle data. Climate scientists put it
this way:
For long-term climate analyses—particularly climate change analyses—to be accurate, the climate data used must be homogeneous. A homogeneous climate time series
is defined as one where variations are caused only by variations in weather and climate.
Unfortunately, most long-term climatological time series have been affected by a
number of non-climatic factors that make these data unrepresentative of the actual
climate variation occurring over time. These factors include changes in: instruments,
observing practices, station locations, formulae used to calculate means, and station
environment.28

In other words, data aren’t data until you have turned the infrastructure
upside down to find out how it works. Other “non-climatic factors” in
historical data stem from garbled communication, coding errors, and other
noise. To decide whether you are seeing homogeneous data or “nonclimatic factors,” you need to examine the history of the infrastructure
station by station, year by year, and data point by data point, all in
the context of changing standards, institutions, and communication
techniques.
That history, as I intimated earlier, has been deeply problematic for
climatology. By the early twentieth century, weather forecasting and climatology had diverged. Most national weather services, focused on providing short-term forecasts, paid scant attention to the observational needs
of climatology. New observing stations often did not measure important
climatological variables, such as precipitation. Meanwhile, existing stations changed location, replaced old instruments with new ones of a different type, disappeared, or saw their originally rural settings slowly
transformed into (warmer) urban ones. These changes and many more
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affected the continuity, stability, and quality of their data records. As a
result, only about one fourth of stations in the US Cooperative Observer
Network meet the US Historical Climatology Network’s standard that a
station have provided “at least 80 years of high-quality data in a stable
environment.”29
Since the 1950s, standardization and automation have helped to reduce
the effect of “non-climatic factors” on data collection, and modeling techniques have allowed climatologists to generate relatively homogeneous
data sets from heterogeneous sources.30 But it is impossible to eliminate
confounding factors completely. Indeed, since the late 1990s the temporal
and spatial consistency of surface weather data has been undermined by
technological changes and by a reduction in the number of surface stations
and ocean platforms.31 Such an infrastructural change produces not only
quantitative but also qualitative effects. For example, today’s climate information system collects much more information than was collected in the
past. Surface data for (say) 1890–1900 were produced by a much smaller,
much less well-distributed station network than data for (say) 1990–2000.
In addition, however, today’s data network collects new kinds of data,
including measurements from radiosondes (weather balloons) and satellite
radiometers, which monitor the atmosphere’s vertical dimension. Among
other things, this means that no 1890–1900 time series will have any data
at all from high above the ground, whereas a 1990–2000 series might have
much more data from the upper air than from the surface. As we will see,
climate scientists have found numerous ingenious ways to confirm, correct,
combine, and reject data. Yet these methods, too, have evolved. With each
iteration in the cycle of reexamination, correction, and analysis, the climate
data record changes. As a result, we have not one data image of the planetary
climate, but many—very many.
How can this be? Aren’t data supposed to be the stable cornerstone of
the entire edifice of knowledge? In the strange and wonderful world of
computational meteorology, the answer can, in fact, be “not quite.” In
modern weather forecasting, for example, only about ten percent of the
data used by global weather prediction models originate in actual instrument readings. The remaining ninety percent are synthesized by another
computer model: the analysis or “4-dimensional data assimilation” model,
which creates values for all the points on a high-resolution, three-dimensional global grid. This isn’t as crazy as it sounds. Put very simply, the
analysis model starts with the previous weather forecast, then corrects that
forecast with current observations, producing values for every gridpoint.
At the same time, the analysis model checks the observations for errors
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and inconsistencies, rejecting some observations and modifying others.
Thus the raw readings from the observing system constrain, but never fully
determine, the data that serve as forecast inputs. In empirical tests, these
synthetic data sets produce far better weather forecasts than could be
achieved using observations alone.32
This strange situation raised hopes among climatologists for a technique
known as “reanalysis.” Analyzed weather data aren’t of much use to climatologists because forecasters frequently revise their analysis models (as
often as every six months in some cases). Each change in the analysis
model renders the data it produces incommensurable with those produced
by the previous model. Reanalysis eliminates this problem by using a single
“frozen” model to analyze historical observational data over some long
period (40–50 years or even more). Because analysis models are built to
combine readings from all available observing systems, reanalysis also
overcomes the otherwise thorny problem of comparing instruments such
as radiosondes and satellite radiometers. The result is a physically selfconsistent global data set for the entire reanalysis period. Potentially, this
synthetic data set would be more accurate than any individual observing
system.33
Reanalysis would deal in one fell swoop with many of the data inconsistencies caused by infrastructural change. Yet climatologists currently
regard reanalysis data sets as problematic for climate trend studies. Biases
in the analysis models—too small to matter in forecasting—accumulate to
produce significant errors when applied over the long periods needed to
track climatic change. Nonetheless, some scientists hope that reanalysis
will eventually generate definitive data sets, useable for climate trend
analysis, that will be better than raw observational records. For the moment,
however, they are stuck with infrastructural inversion—that is, with
probing every detail of every record, linking changes in the data record
to social and technical changes in the infrastructure that created it, and
revising past data to bring them into line with present standards and
systems.
Inverting the weather and climate knowledge infrastructures and tracing
their history reveal profound relationships, interdependencies, and conflicts among their scientific, technological, social, and political elements.
Over time, as knowledge production becomes infrastructural, these relationships become increasingly invisible, even as they continue to evolve.
The difference between controversial claims and settled knowledge often
lies in the degree to which the production process is submerged. Thus, an
established fact is one supported by an infrastructure. In the rest of this book,
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I explore the meaning and implications of this claim for knowledge about
weather, climate, and global warming.
Meteorology as Infrastructural Globalism
Clearly what I am talking about belongs with the larger phenomenon of
globalization, a subject that has consumed scholarship, historiography,
and political discourse in recent years. Is globalization old or new, a long
slow trend or a sharp discontinuity? What are its causes and its consequences? Was the Age of Empire more “global” than the present? Does
globalization really link the whole world, or does it disconnect and disenfranchise the poorest people and their nations? No one who has followed
these debates can fail to notice the prominence of information and communication technologies in virtually all accounts. Marshall McLuhan long
ago described the “global village,” the shrinkage of space and time through
printing, literacy, and mass media.34 More recently, Manuel Castells defined
the global economy as one “whose core components have the institutional, organizational, and technological capacity to work as a unit in real
time, or chosen time, on a planetary scale” through information and communication infrastructures.35 Every chapter in a recent survey of the literatures on political, economic, and cultural globalization systematically
addressed the role of communication infrastructures.36 Similar examples
could be multiplied ad infinitum.
In an important variation on this theme, Martin Hewson proposed a
notion of “informational globalism.” The concept refers simultaneously to
systems and institutions for transmitting information around the world,
and to systems and institutions for creating information about the world
as a whole.37 Hewson sees informational globalism as developing in three
phases. First, during the nineteenth century, national information infrastructures such as telegraph systems, postal services, and journalism were
linked into interregional and intercontinental (if not fully global) networks. Between 1914 and 1960 (Hewson’s second phase), the pace of
infrastructural linking diminished, and some delinking occurred. Yet
simultaneously, world organizations such as the League of Nations and the
International Monetary Fund “established the legitimacy of producing
globalist information”—that is, information about the whole world—in
such areas as health, armaments, and public finance (although they did
not yet achieve that goal). Hewson’s third phase brought generalized
attainment of the two previous eras’ aspirations, beginning with worldwide
civil communication networks (from the 1967 inauguration of the Intelsat
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system) and global environmental monitoring (from the UN Conference
on the Human Environment, 1972). Hewson sees global governance
institutions such as the United Nations and the International Telecommunications Union, rather than an autonomous technological juggernaut,
as chiefly responsible for the rise of informational globalism.
The story this book tells confirms the pattern Hewson discerned, but it
also has special characteristics. The weather data network, along with its
cousins in the other geophysical sciences, especially seismology and oceanography, is arguably the oldest of all systems for producing globalist information in Hewson’s sense. When Ruskin wrote, in 1839, that meteorology
“desires to have at its command, at stated periods, perfect systems of
methodical and simultaneous observations . . . to know, at any given
instant, the state of the atmosphere on every point on its surface,” he was
only giving voice to his contemporaries’ grandest vision. By 1853 the
Brussels Convention on naval meteorology had created a international
standard meteorological logbook for ships at sea; these logs now constitute
the oldest continuous quasi-global meteorological record. The International
Meteorological Organization, despite its endemic weakness, represents an
early international governance institution, while the Réseau Mondial and
its successors reflected the ambition to build a global weather information
infrastructure.
By 1950 the informational-globalist imperative was already far stronger
in meteorology than in many other putatively “global” systems that
emerged around the same time. Though rudimentary, a planetary monitoring network had been functioning for decades, and had gained speed and
scope in the 1920s with the arrival of shortwave radio, which untethered
the data network from telegraph cables. Computerized weather forecast
models, operational in 1955, covered continental and (soon) hemispheric
scales, displaying an insatiable thirst for data from every corner of the
world. By the early 1960s, satellites brought the once unthinkable realization of the God’s-eye view: the ability to observe the entire planet with a
single instrument. Unifying the existing global observing system, improving the communication network, and preparing meteorology for satellite
data became the World Meteorological Organization’s fundamental goals
in its World Weather Watch program. Simultaneously, as a global governance institution operating within the UN system, the WMO actualized a
new commitment by governments throughout the world to link their
weather services through shared investment in a worldwide weather
network. Intergovernmental status meant national government involvement, bringing the political dimensions of weather science into the open.
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I contend that the history of meteorology from the 1850s to the present
illustrates a profoundly important, albeit messy and incomplete transition:
from voluntarist internationalism, based on an often temporary confluence of shared interests, to quasi-obligatory globalism based on more permanent shared infrastructure. Therefore, I will speak not only of informational
globalism but also of infrastructural globalism: projects for permanent,
unified, world-scale institutional-technological complexes that generate
globalist information not merely by accident, as a byproduct of other goals,
but by design.38 Enduring, reliable global infrastructures build scientific,
social, and political legitimacy for the globalist information they produce.
Meteorology as infrastructural globalism sought to establish permanent
sociotechnical systems for monitoring the weather, modeling its processes,
and preserving planetary data as scientific memory.39
Infrastructural globalism is about creating sociotechnical systems that
produce knowledge about the whole world. It may be driven by beliefs
about what such knowledge can offer to science or to society, but it is not
principally an ideology. Instead it is a project: a structured, goal-directed,
long-term practice to build a world-spanning network, always including a
worldwide epistemic community as well as a technical base.40 If such a
project succeeds, it creates an infrastructure that endures far beyond individual careers, social movements, or political trends. This endurance itself
legitimizes the knowledge it produces, and becomes self-perpetuating.
Such projects were never, of course, unique to meteorology. The other
geophysical sciences (seismology, oceanography, etc.), the epidemiology
of infectious diseases, financial markets, and the American and Soviet intelligence agencies of the Cold War era exemplify other disciplines and
organizations that built infrastructures for generating globalist information. They too built monitoring and communication networks, created
models of large-scale system behavior, and kept long-term records for the
purpose of identifying global trends. Few, however, had either meteorology’s need to engage the entire planet, or its great age.

